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You may know Gate Technologies (formerly CDS)…
…as a leading designer and manufacturer of precision motion control products such as indexers,
precision link conveyors and parts handlers. They have long been known as a leader in cam actuated
mechanical drives and machinery offering high speeds, precise positioning and unmatched reliability.

We would like to highlight three specific products for you to learn more about...

TL Series Precision Link Transfer Conveyor

Precision Link Conveyors - TSL, TL And TXL Series:


Provide the industry’s highest accuracy and repeatability for automated assembly and
manufacturing machinery platforms, combined with the highest dynamic performance available on
the market.



Configurable for fixed indexing or flexible positioning.



Certified for Medical, Pharma & Clean Room applications.



Modular design for flexible platform configurations. Completely customizable solutions available for
your application!



They are used on machines that require stability, precision, high accuracy and speeds, flexibility
and low maintenance.



The competitive price and fast lead time, together with CDS quality and reliability, make this series
very attractive for the market.

TRP Series Work Positioning Package Solutions

TRP Series Standard Package Tables:


Quick delivery of robust solutions designed for heavy duty applications with accurate positioning.



The TRP Series is the package version of the TR Rotary Table. They are equipped with a gearbox and
three-phase induction motor for shorter lead-times.



This series, a perfect solution for an application with high inertia and highly unbalanced loads, is
backlash free and features an oversized center through hole for routing cables and wires.



The 'friction followers' technology inside ensures a vibration-free and backlash-free rotation at high
speed, high positioning accuracy and a maintenance-free long life.

HTR Series Servo-Flex for Clean Room Requirements

The HTR Ring Table Series:


Sleek, low profile design provides applications that are backlash free, have highly accurate positioning
and feature an oversized center through hole for routing cables and wires.



The low-profile fits the table into every project.



The load-bearing housing makes it easier to use - no extra supports or structure must be added.



The squared and hollow-free design is perfect for clean-room applications.



The 'friction followers' technology inside ensures a vibration-free and backlash-free rotation at high
speed, high positioning accuracy and a maintenance-free long life.

